YALS: Division of NHLA

Teen Programs That Work

PROGRAM TITLE:' Chocolat!' or 'Willie Wonka and Chocolate Fountain'
BRIEF PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:
Movie and Chocolate: A winning combination
MATERIALS NEEDED:
Chocolate fountain
Toothpicks
Small paper plates
'Chocolat' or 'Willie Wonka & the Chocolate Factory' on DVD
TV with DVD player or a projector
COST: $25 or less on chocolate chips and oil and plates. I borrowed the fountain and the DVD.
PROGRAM PROCEDURE:
Preregistration is necessary. Everyone that registered was expected to bring 'dippers' to share for
the fountain. Follow the instructions for the fountain that you are using. Set the dippers out buffet
style. I had the teens put 4 dippers on a plate, use the fountain, they go to the back of the line. This
kept things moving. After they had their fill and the chocolate ran out, they gathered to watch the
movie. I had both choices above and kids picked which one to attend. I had the movies in separate
rooms. We are fortunate to have a projector with a large screen.
Entry requirements for this program are registration and 1 dozen or more dippers for the chocolate fountain.
Dipper suggestions: marshmallows, pineapple chunks, strawberries, banana chunks, Nilla wafers, shortbread chunks,
etc. Anything that is bite-sized that will taste good dipped in chocolate will work.

USEFUL PLANNING RESOURCES
http://www.amazon.com/Chocolat-Alfred-Molina/dp/B004SIP6BI
http://www.amazon.com/Willy-Wonka-Chocolate-FactoryWilder/dp/B005F96UJ6/ref=sr_1_1?s=movies-tv&ie=UTF8&qid=1348109035&sr=11&keywords=willie+wonka
SUGGESTIONS FOR MARKETING THIS PROGRAM
Library website, school flyers, newspaper, posters, facebook, twitter
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:
The chocolate fountain takes about 30 minutes. The rest of the program depends on the length of
film that you choose. You can have as many teens as you have chocolate for or the proper size
screen for viewing the movie. You also need another chaperone if you have 2 movies going in
separate rooms.
CONTACT INFORMATION OF LIBRARIAN SUBMITTING PROGRAM:
Kathy Watson
Kimball Library
kwatson@kimballibary.com
(603) 362-5234

